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Motivation

Privacy ! important role in many (online) transactions

E¤ects of privacy on CS, PS, TW ! not clear

Need for more theoretical work

This paper: very simple (yet insightful) theretical model that sheds light
on important aspects of privacy
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Model

Monopolist selling identical goods over two periods

Continuum of buyers with unit demands in each period

Additively separable valuations

Buyers can choose whether to remain anonymous (i.e., hyde their past
transactions)

Privacy is costly: deleting cookies takes time, etc.

Consumers have private information on (a) their valuations and (b) past
transactions

Monopolist cannot commit to future prices
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Common (mis)perception

(a) Consumers bene�t from privacy

(b) Sellers bene�t from consumers�inability to protect their privacy

Welfare maximal under full privacy
�! policy prescription: privacy-protecting laws + measures aimed at
reducing cost of privacy

Yet, large body of research in IO, Contract Theory, and Information
Economics
�! �rms would love to committ not to price discriminate on the basis of
consumers�purchasing history (Coase, Baron and Besanko, Vickers,
La¤ont and Tirole,...)

Who (truly) bene�ts from privacy?
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Privacy: who chooses?

Early literature: �rms choose privacy policies (Coase, Baron and Besanko
1986, Taylor, 2004, Calzolari and Pavan, 2006, Dodds, 200?)

Theorem (Calzolari and Pavan, JET, 2006)

Assume: (a) upstream sellers are not personally interested in downstream
trades; (b) consumers who value upstream products the most also tend to
value downstream products the most (constant sign of SCC); (c) consumers
have additively separable preferences. Then upstream sellers committ to full
privacy, even if downstream sellers are willing to pay for information.

E¤ects of disclosure on upstream �rms�pro�ts:
(i) information-trade e¤ect
(ii) rent-shifting e¤ect
(iii) incentives for information-revelation e¤ect

Both (i) and (ii) can be positive. However, when (a)-(c) hold, (i) and (ii)
more than o¤set by (iii) �! full privacy.
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Privacy: who chooses?

This paper: privacy choosen by consumers (at a cost)

Cost of privacy = 0 �! coordination failure

Consumers choose "full privacy" �! same prices as when �rms can
committ not to price discriminate on the basis of past transactions

Consumers do not internalize e¤ect of their privacy choices on eq. prices
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Privacy: who wins?

Focus of this paper: e¤ect of cost of privacy on CS, PS, TW

Idea: if some consumers cannot a¤ord full privacy �! �rms drop prices
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Privacy: alternative considerations

Pro privacy: consumers�naivete

Against privacy: (i) complementarity/substitutability (Calzolari-Pavan,
2006)
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Questions, suggestions....

Competition: more work needed

Alternative to pooling equilibrium: privacy as a continuous choice

Better illustration of o¤-equilibrium adjustments

Excessive signaling: Daughety and Reinganum

Better explanation of costs of privacy (endogenous?)

Empirical tests
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